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Abstract: Integrated Optimization can find optimized solutions for a project to define open pit and
mine scheduling with greater reliability. This work aims to demonstrate how the insertion of geomet-
allurgical variables can significantly change the financial return of a project. Two geometallurgical
variables are considered in mine planning simulations. Specific energy corresponds to the energy
consumed in the comminution of the ore, and process recovery measures the percentage of metal
incorporated into the product. Three scenarios were developed considering an iron ore deposit.
In the Base Case (BC) scenario, the recovery was fixed, and the specific energy of comminution
was not considered. GeoMet1 considers the variable recovery varying for each block. GeoMet2
considered both recovery and specific energy as variables varying for each block. GeoMet1 and
GeoMet2 presented Net Present Value (NPV), respectively, as 3.68% and 13.57% lower than the BC.
This overestimation of the BC results can be viewed as an optimistic case of mine planning that is
very common in the mining industry. These results show that the use of specific energy and recovery
variables is fundamental to obtaining more reliable mine planning.

Keywords: strategic mine planning; production scheduling; integrated optimization; geometallurgy;
iron ore

1. Introduction

According to Hustrulid and Kuchta [1], mine planning is the set of studies and
methodologies carried out to ensure that the mineral assets of a deposit are extracted and
treated in an economic and sustainable way. Whittle et al. [2] claim that mine production
scheduling must achieve a series of assumptions, such as adequacy of extraction and prior
blending of ore, the technical and economic feasibility of operations, and maximizing the
financial return of the project.

For Poniewierski [3], the block model is the mathematical representation, in space, of
the mineral deposit to be mined. This system considers a set of blocks, generally, of the
same dimensions, containing different geological and economic parameters according to
their relative position. Among other attributes of interest for each block can be mentioned
lithology, density, grade, and economic parameters such as price and operational costs.
Depending on the criteria used by the algorithms in relation to these specific attributes,
each block can be considered ore or waste, thus having different destinations throughout
the mine operations.

According to Lishchuk [4], geometallurgical studies make it possible to understand
mineral deposit variables such as recovery and specific energy. Through geostatistical
methods, these variables can be modeled and distributed in the block model. The geomet-
allurgical approach allows the development of effective mine strategic planning scenarios,
reducing risks to the mineral project [5].

According to Elkington and Durham [6], two important methodologies for determin-
ing the optimal open pit can be highlighted. The first one is the conventional mine planning
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methodology, widely used by mining companies and known as the aggregation approach,
which is based on the algorithms devised by Lerchs and Grossmann [7]. The second one
is called integrated optimization, and it is based on the Direct Block Scheduling (DBS)
approach proposed by Johnson [8]. The latter methodology is based on mixed-integer
programming and considers the application of discount rates to update the financial value
of the project over time [9].

This work presents three scenarios using the Integrated Optimization approach and
a block model provided by BNA Mining Solutions, representing an iron ore deposit in
the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais. The MiningMath software version v2.2.14 was used
to perform the simulations [10]. This resource is owned by MiningMath Software Ltda.,
a company established in Belo Horizonte city, in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil. In the
Base Case (BC), the process recovery was fixed for all blocks, while the specific energy
variable was not included in the simulation. The GeoMet1 considered the variable recovery
distributed along the block model, disregarding the specific energy variable. In turn, in
GeoMet2, both variables were inserted in the block model according to criteria defined
by BNA. The financial return and ore production was evaluated, in addition to plant
processing time, stripping ratio, and average processing feed grades.

The contribution of this work is based on the fact that nowadays mine planning does
not consider the specific energy of comminution per block. This simplification can build
optimistic mine planning scenarios that cannot be achieved in the operation. The insertion
of geometallurgy variables as specific energy allows for quantification in terms of hours
spent on processing blocks, guiding the Integrated Optimization to choose blocks that can
be processed quickly and bring high economic returns. The proposed methodology present
in this work can be the key to more realistic mine planning.

The article is divided into sections. The Introduction presents the general considera-
tions, objectives, and contributions of the research. The State of the Art section displays the
different approaches to mine planning (Lerchs–Grossmann and Integrated Optimization),
mathematical formulations, and, finally, relevant aspects about the impact of geometallurgi-
cal variables on mine planning. The Materials and Methods section details the block model
and the criteria used to develop the three simulated scenarios. The Results and Discussion
section objectively displays the results and their implications. The Conclusion presents the
findings found through the analysis of the results and their discussion.

2. State of the Art
2.1. Lerchs–Grossmann

Lerchs and Grossmann (LG) [7] pioneered the introduction of mine planning algo-
rithms based on dynamic programming and graph theory. Such algorithms obey the
following logical steps: building the block model, ultimate open pit limit, delimitation of
nested pits, and pushbacks. This methodology has undergone several improvements thanks
to the advancement of computer technology and is currently consolidated in the market.

According to Whittle et al. [2], the ultimate open pit represents the volume that adds
economic value to the project, considering the extraction of all blocks at the same time. The
subsequent process, called parameterization, discretizes the ultimate pit into nested pits,
where revenue factors are applied to simulate the NPV under various economic conditions.
At this point, new operational constraints can be added to the problem. A given set of
nested pits defines a pushback, which in turn considers the quantity and quality of ore
to be mined, as well as the waste to be extracted. The final step of this process is the
definition of the mine scheduling, considering the extraction periods. Newman et al. [11]
highlight three negative aspects of this approach: the use of a fixed cut-off grade, which
arbitrarily differentiates ore and waste blocks; the use of a hypothetical preliminary price
of the commodity, making gradual increments to define the nested pits; and a fragmented
optimization process.
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2.2. Integrated Optimization

Integrated Optimization considers a set of mathematical formulations to generate the
ultimate open pit and mine scheduling in a single step. This approach can incorporate
novelties such as mining surfaces and proprietary heuristics [9].

2.2.1. Particularities of the Mathematical Steps

According to Ota and Martinez [9], the logical sequence of integrated optimization
begins with defining the parameters and assumptions of a given mine planning problem.
This scenario of mine planning is modeled through Linear Programming (LP) and then
processed through Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) and proprietary heuristics. The
feasibility of the solutions found is verified. In case the solution is not viable, Lagrangian
Relaxation mechanisms for certain constraints are applied, besides other mathematical
models. Then, processing is restarted. Finding viable solutions, the NPV is checked
and optimized. If the optimized solution obtains the NPV enhancement, those responses
will be stored in the database. Otherwise, new iterations are needed to get solutions
that improve the NPV. In addition, other models are checked to improve solutions to the
problem. Processing is completed when all possible alternatives have been tested and
reports containing the simulation results are issued.

2.2.2. Mathematical Formulations of Integrated Optimization

The Objective Function used is expressed by Equation (1) [11].

Max ∑
b∈B

∑
t∈T

∑
d∈D

vbtdybt = ∑
b∈B

∑
t∈T

ybt

(
∑

d∈D
vbtd

)
(1)

where b ∈ B: a set of all blocks; t ∈ T: a set of periods in the project lifetime; d ∈ D: a set
of all destinations d; vbtd: discounted value associated with the destination of a block b
in period t; and ybt: 1 if block b is extracted in period t, and 0 otherwise. In Equation (1),
the sum of economic values over all destinations is considered, with different destinations
for the blocks to be extracted. Waste blocks are destined for stockpiles, while ore blocks
feed the process plant. That function maximizes the discounted NPV, obeying the defined
constraints and generating the mine scheduling without the need for pushbacks.

Equation (2) highlights the formulation of the production constraint, which is one of
the conditioning constraints of the MiningMath objective function [11].

∑
b∈B

cbybt ≤ C (2)

where cb: consumption of resource associated with the extraction of block b (tons), and C:
maximum resource bound in any period (tons).

2.2.3. Improvements and Innovations in Integrated Optimization Approach

Integrated Optimization has been used to solve different types of problems related
to mine planning and operation. Examples of these applications in the literature are
presented below.

Regarding mine production scheduling, Fatollahzadeh et al. [12] developed an innova-
tive mathematical model of MIP, called Grade Engineering. This model was integrated into
the coarse ore pre-processing operations. In this type of operation, desirable materials (high
quality) are separated from undesirable materials (low quality or uneconomical), ensuring
the effective use of energy, water, and wear materials to generate a high-added value
product. This model maximizes the NPV according to different operational constraints,
having been evaluated in different scenarios.

Integrated Optimization is also used for the analysis of the environmental impact of
mining projects. Pell et al. [13] presented a model for life cycle assessment (LCA) in mining
projects. This model quantifies and qualifies the environmental impacts along the LOM,
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allowing the definition of operational conditions for the reduction in possible damages to
the environment. They used the rate of CO2 emission due to explosives and the burning of
fossil fuels as the main indicator of environmental damage. The results of the simulations
carried out showed that significant reductions in environmental impacts can be achieved
with small changes to the mine’s production schedule and additional operating costs.

Integrated Optimization also allows the evaluation of geometric issues, which affect
the operational safety of the open pit. Chaves et al. [14] carried out a study of the impact
of the slope angle variation on the safety factor (SF) and NPV of the project. Twenty-
five different simulations were performed, allowing the optimization of the SF with the
maximization of the NPV. This approach is applied in short-term planning studies and,
also, in evaluations of the impact of uncertainties related to the variation of the ore price.

Integrated Optimization makes it possible to compare different mining planning
methodologies, pointing out the particularities of each one. Torres et al. [15] performed a
review and comparison between classical, deterministic, and stochastic mining planning
models, emphasizing the applicability, advantages, and disadvantages of each methodol-
ogy. Souza et al. [16] carried out studies on the property of block avidity, e.g., the effect of
searching and mixing in advance the most profitable blocks to maximize the NPV. Com-
parative simulations were performed between the DBS and LG approaches. The authors
concluded that the Integrated Optimization approach is a promising technology, as it allows
the achievement of NPV values comparable to LG. In addition, it has advantages, such as
the application of discount factors and the consideration of the time since the generation of
the ultimate open pit.

2.3. Geometric Constraints

Open pit planning requires the definition of geometric parameters, compatible with the
extraction equipment and the required levels of productivity and quality. These constraints
ensure the maintenance of the regularity of the pit dimensions. The following geometric
constraints stand out [10]: Minimum Mining Width (MMW), Minimum Bottom Width
(MBW), and Vertical Rate of Advance (VRA). The MMW refers to the minimum horizontal
advance that must be carried out in each period. This restriction must be measured between
the slopes of the mine in the direction of expansion of the pit, consecutively for each period.
MBW is the horizontal dimension measured at the lowest level (floor) in the open pit in
each period. In addition, VRA is the maximum vertical dimension between different mine
levels, which can be realized by period. Figure 1 schematically presents these variables.
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2.4. Geometallurgy Applied to Mine Planning

Geometallurgy brings together the multidisciplinary efforts of different technological
areas. According to Mckee [17], geometallurgical studies allow a broad knowledge of
the mineral deposit and its behavior in different processing operations, highlighting the
following benefits: economic optimization of operations, modeling of ore behavior in the
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processing plant, and refinement of mine planning. For Deutsch [18], the objective of
geometallurgy is the consistent aggregation of value to the business.

In the technical literature, there are many articles that apply geometallurgical models
to mine planning. Studies developed by Gomes, Tomi, and Assis [19] demonstrate that an
adequate geometallurgical study is a tool for improving the production plan of a mineral
project, redirecting the mining to ore fronts with beneficial performance to the plant.
According to Macfalarne and Williams [20], understanding the behavior and distribution of
geometallurgical variables in a mineral deposit allows the stabilization and optimization of
processing, increasing the operational robustness of the project to respond in scenarios of
volatility of prices and demand. Morales et al. [21] performed simulations of the strategic
planning of an open pit mine, incorporating the geometallurgical variables grindability and
throughput into the block model. Gains up 9.4% were expected in the NPV of the project
and reduction in global costs, compared to the results obtained without the assumption of
geometallurgical parameters in the model.

Traditionally, the main guiding parameter for mining planning is the grade. In the
meantime, the mining engineer seeks to stabilize the feed of the plant, aiming at achieving
the products within the specifications required. However, there are other characteristics,
intrinsic to each mineral typology, such as specific energy for the comminution of rock fed
in the plant. Due to the typological variability of the mineral deposit, variations in the
hardness of the rocks may occur and, consequently, significant changes in the productivity
and costs of crushing and grinding. Through geometallurgical studies, it becomes possible
to model these performance factors and include them in the calculation of the economic
value of mining blocks [17]. Another fundamental variable for the performance of the ore
during mineral processing is the process recovery. Its geometallurgical characterization is
of great importance for mine planning because depending on the lithology processed, the
recovery can undergo significant pattern changes. In this way, the proper blending of the
ore and the pre-adjustment of the plant to receive these piles are fundamental procedures
for maximizing economic gains in mining and processing [22].

According to Kumral [23], certain variables can have important interdependent re-
lationships, such as grade and process recovery, and otherwise, the specific energy of
comminution and processing cost. Understanding and modeling these relationships will
allow a reduction in geological uncertainties and, consequently, greater assertiveness in
carrying out mine planning. Lishchuk et al. [24] carried out studies on the application
of geometallurgy in two mines: Mikheevskoye (Russia) and Malmberget (Sweden). The
case studies delivered the following findings: correct characterization and testing enable
the acquisition of important information about the ore, and the understanding of the
mineral particle behavior in mineral processing supports the design of reliable prediction
models. According to forecasts, the implementation of a geometallurgical program at
the Mikheevskoye mine could reduce the payback by 1.5 years. Geometallurgical studies
that map the metallurgical performance of five different iron ore lithologies at the Pau
Branco mine can also be highlighted [19]. The knowledge obtained allowed the elabora-
tion of a new mine production plan, which generated a positive increment equal to USD
25.6 millions in the NPV. Reis et al. [25] developed a study to estimate and minimize the
risks involved in the Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserves (MRMR) stages, considering
the variability of the bulk density in mining planning. Such a study was applied in an iron
ore mine, showing gains of 5% in LOM and 2% in NPV.

Wambeke et al. [26] presented a new estimating approach for the Bond Ball Mill
Work Index as a geometallurgical variable, applied to the Tropicana gold mine. It was
possible to obtain gains of up to 72% in the mine production forecasts. Nunes et al. [27]
proposed a new methodology capable of consolidating different approaches regarding the
geometallurgical information of a mineral deposit. This model was applied in a copper and
gold mine located in Brazil. Evaluating different blasting and processing scenarios through
the pit-to-plant approach, it was possible to increase the throughput of the plant by 10.7%,
in addition to a gain of 2.2% in the crusher feed rate.
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Rodrigues et al. [28] carried out studies correlating the geological model of an iron
ore deposit with tests to determine energy consumption in grinding for each mineralized
lithology. Based on these studies, a mathematical model was defined to calculate the
specific comminution energy, inserting this variable in the block model of the deposit.

The company Hot Chilli, the owner of the copper, gold, and molybdenum mines
of the Productora project, located in the northeast region of Chile, has developed a ge-
ometallurgical model to predict the processing responses of sulfide and oxidized ores.
This geometallurgical model incorporates results from mineralogical, metallurgical, and
comminution tests developed for samples collected from different geological domains of
the deposit. Through this model, the hourly production rates and costs of the comminution
circuit were estimated [29].

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Block Model

In this section, the parameters related to the block model are presented. In a special
way, the distribution of the geometallurgical variables is detailed.

3.1.1. General Information

The block model used is owned by the company BNA Mining Solutions and is com-
posed of 102,789 blocks with dimensions equal to 10 m × 10 m × 10 m. The model
represents an iron ore deposit in the Iron Quadrangle, located in the Brazilian state of Minas
Gerais. It has, as geometallurgical variables, process recovery (%) and specific energy
(kWh/t) values for each block.

As part of the construction of the block model, a horizontal alteration plan (represented
in blue) was considered, dividing the volume of the model into 4 different lithologies:
altered host rock; fresh host rock; altered mineralized rock; and fresh mineralized rock.
The term “mineralized rock” refers to lithologies that have different iron grades, and “host
rock” refers to lithologies that do not contain any iron. Figure 2 shows a three-dimensional
view of the block model under study, identifying the alteration zone and the different
lithologies present.

1 

 

 
Figure 2. Block model of an iron ore deposit.
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The slope angle and density variables have different values for each of the lithologies,
relative to their respective geomechanical behavior. Table 1 shows the densities and slope
angles for the lithologies in the model.

Table 1. Slope angles and density in situ.

Typology Slope Angle (◦) Density (t/m3)

Altered host rock 50 2.5

Fresh host rock 55 2.7

Altered mineralized rock 60 3.0

Fresh mineralized rock 65 3.5

3.1.2. Geometallurgical Parameters

Through Figure 3, it is possible to visualize the distribution of Fe grades along the
mineralized body.
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Therefore, the richest blocks (above 40% Fe) predominantly occur in the upper outer
part of the block model (altered mineralized rock) and in the lower outer part of the block
model (fresh mineralized rock). The blocks with intermediate grades (between 20% and
40% Fe) occur in the inner part (core) of the block model, going from the altered mineralized
rock to the fresh mineralized rock in a relatively homogeneous way. In turn, the poorest
blocks (below 20% Fe) are dispersed in the outer part of the block model, from the altered
mineralized rock to the fresh mineralized rock, occupying the spaces between the richer
blocks and covering the blocks of intermediate grades.

Carrasco, Chilès, and Séguret [30] demonstrated that the recovery parameter is non-
additive, and its spatial variability by geostatistical methods cannot be modeled with
any reliability. On the other hand, studies conducted by Wheaton [31] demonstrated
correlations between the process recovery variable and ore grade. For the present iron ore
deposit, the strategy used was to carry out concentration tests for ores of different grades,
generating logarithm regression curves. Equations (3) and (4) correlate the grade of each
block with the process recovery variable, respectively, for the altered mineralized rock and
fresh mineralized rock lithologies.

RFe = 4.2× Ln [tFe] + 56.04 (3)

RFe = 4.2× Ln [tFe] + 63.29 (4)

where RFe = process recovery (%); tFe = Fe grade (%).
Figure 5 presents the grade and recovery correlation curves for the block model.
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It can be seen that, for the same grade range, the altered mineralized rock presents
smaller recoveries on the plant than the fresh mineralized rock. Figure 6 shows the distri-
bution of process recoveries in the block model.

It is possible to see the existence of regions whose blocks present distinct ranges
of recovery. Figure 7 shows the blocks belonging to the following ranges: above 75%
(upper left), between 65% and 75% (upper right), and below 65% (lower left).
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As shown in Figure 7, most blocks of the fresh mineralized body (lithology located
below the alteration plane) show recoveries above 75%. Blocks with intermediate recoveries
(between 65% and 75%) occur predominantly in the altered mineralized rock and in the
outer walls of the fresh mineralized rock. The low recovery blocks (below 65%) occur in
the transition region between the altered and fresh mineralized rocks, embedded in the
intermediate recovery blocks.

Studies developed by Rodrigues [32] in an iron ore deposit in Minas Gerais state, Brazil,
showed that the variable specific energy of comminution obtained in a custom laboratory
grinding test, designed specifically for this deposit, can be considered as additive, allowing
the use of linear interpolation methods. Figure 8 presents the distribution of specific
energies for the block model.
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Figure 9 allows the visualization of three distinct energy bands: below 6 kWh/t
(top left), between 6 kWh/t and 9 kWh/t (top right), and above 9 kWh/t (bottom left).
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Figure 9. Detailing of specific energies in the block model.

It appears that the lowest specific energies (below 6.0 kWh/t) are located only in
blocks of the altered mineralized rock (lithology above the alteration plane). Intermediate
energies (between 6.0 and 9.0 kWh/t), in turn, encompass most blocks of the model and are
distributed along the two mineralized lithologies. Otherwise, the highest specific energies
(above 9.0 kWh/t) are located in sparse regions in the fresh mineralized rock.
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3.2. Scenarios

This study aimed to analyze the insertion of geometallurgical variables to build more
realistic and feasible mine planning. Three different scenarios were built: Base Case scenario
(BC), where the recovery was fixed and the specific energy was not taken into account;
GeoMet1, where the recovery varied according to the BNA model and the specific energy
was disregarded; and GeoMet2, in which the process recovery and specific energy were
taken into account according to the original distribution in the block model.

3.2.1. Base Case (BC) and GeoMet1 Scenarios

Table 2 shows the operational constraints and economic parameters applied to the BC
and GeoMet1 scenarios.

Table 2. Constraints applied to BC and GeoMet1.

Parameters BC GeoMet1

MMW (m) 30 30

MBW (m) 30 30

VRA (m) 140 140

Discount rate (%) 10 10

Interval of Fe grades on the process plant feed (%) 30 to 40 30 to 40

Maximum annual processing time at the plant (hours) 7884 7884

Maximum mine tonnage handled per year (t) 10,000,000 10,000,000

Maximum processing tonnages—first year: 70% (t) 1,540,000 1,540,000

Maximum processing tonnages—second year: 80% (t) 1,760,000 1,760,000

Maximum processing tonnages—third year: 95% (t) 2,110,000 2,110,000

Maximum processing tonnages—after ramp-up (t) 2,200,000 2,200,000

Recovery (%) 78 Variable

Process cost (USD/t) 15 15

Selling Price (USD/t) 120.00 120.00

Mine Cost (USD/t) 2.00 2.00

Therefore, the only assumption that differs between BC and GeoMet1 is that the first
scenario contemplates fixed recoveries at 78% for all blocks, while GeoMet1 distributes the
variable recovery according to the BNA block model. In order to verify the efficiency in
achieving ore masses produced over the lifetime of the project, a % of compliance above
90% was defined as a target.

3.2.2. GeoMet2 Scenario

For the GeoMet2 scenario, the parameters from Table 2 related to GeoMet1 were
considered; however, the specific energy variable was contemplated in the block model. In
this way, the process cost varies according to the specific energy in comminution (kWh/t)
of each block.

For the iron ore processing plant, the power (P) capacity installed in the comminution
circuits is 2100 kW. Each block has its specific energy (SE), so the respective Throughput
(T), in t/h, is calculated by Equation (5).

T =
P

SE
(5)
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The individual processing time (TP), in hours, is calculated by Equation (6).

TP =
M
T

(6)

The mass M, in tons, is equal to 10× 10× 10× d, where d is the density in situ of each
block (t/m3).

Considering specific energies and different densities in situ for each block, there are
different values for the values of M and T, which impacts the distribution of the TP variable
along the mineralized lithologies. To measure and limit the maximum annual processing
time of the plant (hours), the following annual operating regime was adopted: 365 days
per year, 24 h a day, and an operating yield of 90%. Thus, the global processing time (TGP)
is equal to 365× 24× 0.90 = 7884 h per year.

Figure 10 allows for the visualization, in a global way, of the different ranges of
processing times (TP) present in the blocks of the model.

1 

 

 

Figure 10. Processing times in the block model.

Figure 11 focuses on three distinct PT intervals: below 11 h (upper left side), between
11 and 15 h (upper right side), and above 15 h (lower left side).

1 

 

 
Figure 11. Detailing of processing time intervals.
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There is a preponderance of blocks with smaller TP in the altered mineralized body,
with some blocks in this category located in the fresh mineralized rock. Regarding the
intermediate TP blocks, these are located mainly along the fresh mineralized rock, with
a smaller number of sparse blocks in the altered mineralized body. Higher TP blocks,
in turn, occur in small groups, embedded with intermediate TP blocks along the fresh
mineralized rock.

It is noteworthy that the variation in processing time causes changes in the respective
process cost. This relationship can be justified by the fact that a block with longer residence
time in the plant will bring increased wear to equipment (notably crushers and mills,
present in the comminution circuit), as well as lead to increased consumption of electricity
and other inputs directly applied to mineral processing, such as grinding bodies. Therefore,
this study took into account the variability of the process cost parameter as the TP changes
per block.

The global average processing time for the block model mineralized lithologies is
11.07 h. This TP was attributed a processing cost of 15 USD/t. From this relationship, the
process cost for each block was calculated directly proportional to the TP of each block.
Table 3 presents the average values of the process cost and processing time per block, for
each mineralized body.

Table 3. Process cost by lithology.

Lithology Processing Time (h) Process Cost (USD/t)

Altered mineralized rock 8.90 12.06

Fresh mineralized rock 12.28 16.63

Global values 11.07 15.00

3.3. Software for Integrated Optimization

The MiningMath software version v2.2.14 is based on the Integrated Optimization
approach and it was used to build the scenarios for this work. In this software, each block
of the model was referenced by its geographic coordinates (X, Y, and Z), Fe grades (%),
economic values (USD), density (t/m3), slope angle (degrees), process recoveries (from
0 to 1), and processing time (hours). The destination (plant, stockpile, or waste dump)
of each block is defined by the software, depending on the economic values and grades
contained in the blocks [10].

For information, the Doppler software is also based on Integrated Optimization. This
was developed by the DELPHOS Laboratory at the University of Chile. Its differential in
relation to MiningMath is the possibility of performing mine planning using both the LG
and DBS approaches. Doppler considers several constraint modalities, such as slope angles,
capacity for each system parameter, blending, multi-destinations, and ore stockpiles [33].
However, the authors did not use it because it was not available at the time.

3.4. Block Economic Value

Equations (7) and (8) present the block economic value for, respectively, ore and
waste blocks.

Process = [(MB × tFe × RFe)(PVFe)]− [(MB)(CP + CM)] (7)

where: Process = economic value of ore blocks (USD); MB = block mass (t); tFe = Fe grade
(%); RFe = process recovery; PVFe = Fe selling price (USD/t); CP = process cost (USD/t);
and CM = mine cost (USD/t).

Waste = −(MB)(CM) (8)

where: Waste = economic value of waste blocks (USD).
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Global Results

Table 4 displays the overall results of the simulations. It is noteworthy that different
lifetimes were found for BC and GeoMet scenarios. Therefore, to equalize the analysis of
the financial return, the Annualized Net Present Value (ANPV) was determined. This result
transforms the cash flow of the project into a uniform series, presenting the monetary gain
obtained by period (years in this case) and thus allowing an adequate comparison between
different LOMs. Mariz et al. [34] demonstrated that the ANPV is a reliable parameter for
the economic evaluation and selection of the best alternative among mine excavation and
transport equipment. The ANPV can be calculated using Equation (9).

ANPV = NPV
(

(1 + i)ni
(1 + i)n − i

)
(9)

where i = discount rate (%); and n = number of periods.

Table 4. Base Case and GeoMet results.

Response Parameter BC GeoMet1 GeoMet2 Var. BC/GeoMet1
(%)

Var. BC/GeoMet2
(%)

Software running time (s) 228.76 225.22 217.36 −1.55 −4.98

Number of periods (years) 18 18 17 0.00 −5.56

NPV (MUSD) 271.42 261.42 234.59 −3.68 −13.57

ANPV (MUSD) 27.64 26.62 23.93 −3.68 −13.41

% Compliance in the ramp-up—year 1 (%) 98.57 98.70 99.94 0.13 1.39

% Compliance in the ramp-up—year 2 (%) 99.86 99.43 99.89 −0.43 0.03

% Compliance in the ramp-up—year 3 (%) 91.62 99.91 99.91 9.04 9.05

% Compliance—average after the ramp-up 99.66 99.48 99.93 −0.18 0.27

Global Ore Production (Mt) 36.86 37.24 34.29 1.03 −6.97

Average annual production of Ore (Mt) 2.03 2.07 2.02 1.91 −0.49

Global Waste Production (Mt) 50.65 50.82 51.30 0.34 1.28

Stripping Ratio—global average of the project 1.37 1.36 1.50 −0.39 9.20

Annual average of plant processing time (hours) 6912.01 6998.48 6434.09 1.25 −6.91

Average ore Fe grade (%) 35.36 35.37 36.38 0.04 2.88

Average waste Fe grade (%) 1.4900 1.4632 2.5700 −1.80 72.48

Constraint Relaxation
Occurrence None None None None None

4.2. Graphical Analysis

In Table 4, BC scenario gains are shown in relation to the GeoMet1 and GeoMet2
scenarios, for both NPV and ANPV. Therefore, the comparative analysis of the evolution of
the NPV along the LOM is valid. Figure 12 presents the comparison of the NPV curves.

The GeoMet1 and GeoMet2 scenarios delivered a final NPV, respectively, 3.68% and
13.57% lower than the BC scenario. Until year 8, the GeoMet1 and GeoMet2 NPV curves
showed comparable values in relation to BC, but from year 9 the BC started to show
increasing relative gains. Such behavior is due to the fact that BC does not consider the
geometallurgical variable specific energy in the simulation, in addition to setting the same
recovery (78%) for all blocks. In this form, there is no recovery oscillation depending on
the region where the ore extraction takes place, and the process cost parameter remains
constant and equal to 15 MUSD/t during the simulation as well. Thus, the BC scenario does
not include financial losses to the project due to the geometallurgical distribution of the
variables in each block. For GeoMet2, the comparative reduction in NPV in relation to BC
is 3.69 times greater than for GeoMet1. In this way, the variable specific energy significantly
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increases the complexity of the mine planning to be developed. The assumptions adopted
by GeoMet2 are more reliable and closer to reality, so the lower NPV result is feasible and
allows greater assertiveness in strategic mine planning.

Figure 13 presents the evolution of global processing hours, for scenarios simulated.
For the BC and GeoMet1 scenarios, the processing time values were accumulated and
provided by the simulation report, although the specific energy was not considered to
guide mine scheduling.
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Figure 13 demonstrates that, for three scenarios, there is a gradual increase in the
annual processing time of the plant during the life of the mine (LOM). When analyzing
Figure 11 (Detailing of processing time intervals), it is noted that the processing times per
block tend to increase in the lower levels of the deposit, consistent with the deepening
of the open pit over time. The global average of this parameter, for GeoMet1, showed a
positive difference of only 1.25% in relation to BC. For GeoMet2, this deviation was 8.06%
less. The reason is the fact that GeoMet2 was oriented towards reducing the consumption
of processing hours, considering a proportional dependence between this variable and the
process cost. For the BC and GeoMet1 scenarios, this strategy is not taken into account, as
they did not include the specific energy in the block model.

Figure 14 displays the annual averages of Fe grades for BC, GeoMet1, and
GeoMet2 scenarios.
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It appears that both scenarios managed to reach annual averages of grades in the
specification of plant feeding (30% and 40%), with a tendency to prioritize richer and
more profitable blocks in the first years of the LOM. This characteristic is accentuated for
GeoMet1 and GeoMet2 scenarios, as they consider variable recoveries according to the
BNA block model. In this way, the algorithm searches for blocks with higher recoveries,
favoring better revenues for the project. It should be noted that the GeoMet2 scenario had
an overall average 2.88% higher than the BC. This result demonstrates an efficient strategy
for extracting richer blocks, aiming to achieve higher revenues, and thus offsetting the
increase in block-by-block process costs. On the other hand, an abrupt drop in the Fe grade
can be noticed from year 6 onwards in the BC scenario. Figures 15–17 show the evolution
of ore and waste production, in addition to the Stripping Ratio (SR).

Both scenarios achieved the predicted % compliance, reaching above 90% of the
expected ore masses during and after the ramp-up. Regarding the Stripping Ratio (SR),
the BC presented about 3.0 in the first year, decreasing afterward and oscillating in values
between 0.5 and 2.0 until year 8 and then oscillating between 1.0 and 2.0 at the end of the
project. In the case of GeoMet1, the SR started at around 6.0, dropping to values close to
0.5 until year 7 and rising to levels between 1.0 to 3.0 by the end of the project. For GeoMet2,
the SR started at around 1.8, dropping to levels around 1.0 by year 7 and then rising to
values as high as 2.3 by year 16.
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Thus, it is noted that GeoMet2 required more mine development than BC, reflecting
the need to open more mining fronts due to the variability of recovery parameters and
processing time throughout the deposit. The global SR, for GeoMet2, was 9.20% higher
than BC, contributing to a lower NPV achieved. Therefore, the GeoMet2 scenario is more
realistic and allows for anticipation of the operational challenges of the project.
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5. Conclusions

The present work allowed us to demonstrate the importance and relevance of working
with block models built with geometallurgical variables. The use of assumptions that
do not reflect the complexity of the mineral deposit can cause serious errors in strategic
mining planning. As the main results, GeoMet2 and GeoMet1 scenarios presented NPVs,
respectively, 3.68% and 13.57% lower than the BC scenario. In terms of ore production, the
respective differences found for GeoMet1 and GeoMet2 were +1.03% and−6.97% in relation
to BC. In other words, the BC results could overestimate the financial and production results,
denoting the importance of using geometallurgical variables for generating reliable and
realistic ultimate mine designs and scheduling. Such NPV and ore production numbers
from BC are notably overestimated in relation to GeoMet2, which contemplates additionally
the specific energy distributed according to the BNA model.

It is important to point out that the arbitrated recovery value for the BC scenario
influences the financial gain or loss in relation to GeoMet2. If a greater recovery were
adopted (optimistic scenario), the apparent financial gain would be higher. In the case of
adopting a much smaller recovery than the effective potential of the deposit (pessimistic
scenario), such a difference would decrease or even be negative in relation to GeoMet2.
In all these options, it can be seen that GeoMet2 is more reliable than BC, as it considers
the heterogeneous distribution of the variables recovery and specific energy, inherent to
existing lithologies.

In the BC scenario, the process recovery was constant for all blocks, and the specific
energy of comminution was disregarded. For the GeoMet1 scenario, the variable recovery
was distributed according to the block model used. In turn, for GeoMet2, both the variables
recovery and specific energy were considered and inserted in each block according to
criteria defined in the construction of the model. It was also found that the GeoMet2
impacted the average annual processing time of the plant by 6.91% less than the BC since
the simulation was directed to reduce the process costs caused by the specific energy
variable. Otherwise, the stripping ratio of the GeoMet2 scenario was 9.20% higher, due to
the need for further mine development to enhance the mine scheduling.

It was possible to identify that the geometallurgical scenarios are more realistic and
reliable than scenarios that do not consider the real complexity existing in mineral deposits.
This is relevant for industry and academia, encouraging the construction of more detailed
block models and considering geometallurgical variables such as process recovery and
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specific energy. In addition, the Integrated Optimization methodology showed good
operability in both scenarios, demonstrating the possible use in future mine planning
scenarios. The paper presents answers to important questions about the challenges faced
in mining, demonstrating that assertive geometallurgical modeling is essential to guide
assertive mine planning.
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